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Member of STPG last century

Study of “Tidal Reef” for RSPB

Study of a Severn Barrage for RWE NPower

Review IOAR for RSPB et al.

Developing low-head barrage/turbine designs 
with Rolls-Royce under SETS

Atkins Involvement in Severn Barrage



Politics – how does subsidy compare with 
offshore wind and nuclear?

Environmental impact – two-way generation 
saves mudflats and is more fish-friendly

Engineering – not looked at for 30 years

Overview of Severn Barrage



Saving the mudflats



New low-head turbines



New high-torque drivetrains



Modern oil-industry caisson



Modern marine operations



Where to build it?



The Bondi committee said that if the barrage 
were too far downstream it would attenuate the 
incoming tides - “Kill the goose which lays the 
golden egg”

But this was based on computer simulation –
ahem, ahem enuff said.

What is needed is physical understanding.

Excellent start made by G.I.Taylor who 
described the Severn tides as a standing wave.

Killing the goose that lays the golden egg



Computer simulations can screw up



With a barrage a standing wave is OK in the 
reservoir – but not downstream – it can’t 
transmit energy!

So we need progressive tidal waves. Taylor’s 
Bessel function becomes a Hankel function.

Conclusion is that a barrrier adds a tidal wave 
propagating outwards. Computer models reflect 
such waves from their far boundary, introducing 
serious errors.

Extending G.I.Taylor’s ideas



Wave diffraction calculation with AQWA



Conclusion (Journal of Fluid Mechanics,  Oct 09)
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Loss of tidal range
(solid line = immediately downstream, dashed line = upstream)
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Reservoir losses from bottom friction.

Mixing losses – high velocity water from turbines mixes 
with low-velocity surrounding water. Need minimum 
duct exit velocity, so largest turbine ducts.

Duct losses. Tapered turbine ducts allow smaller 
turbines, but are lossier than straight ones.

Turbine design. Reversible/rotatable…variable/fixed 
pitch….mechanical/electrical/hydraulic drivetrain.

Other aspects to optimise



Conventional caisson from 25 years ago



Early Atkins concept for low-head caisson



Turbine design – fish-friendliness


